2015-2016 UHM Libraries by the numbers

- **Library Staff**: 64.5 Student Assistants, 27 Civil Service, 3 Executive/Management, 55 APT, 27 Faculty
- **Number of reference transactions**: 13,910
- **Percentage that Sci-Tech library consultations have risen**: 30%
- **Attended presentations**: 7,129
- **Expenditures**:
  - Collections (44%)
  - Operations (7%)
  - Personnel (49%)

- **Hits to the library's homepage**: 1,122,703
- **Items downloaded from ScholarSpace & eVols**: 2,213,380
- **Views of Hawaii Digital Newspaper Blog**: 8,075
- **Searches executed in databases**: 3,442,369
- **Loans from other libraries**: 23,294
- **Loans to libraries**: 8,655
- **Number of items circulated**: 96,068
- **Volumes held**: 3,249,426